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Classici della letteratura per ragazzi

Characters, Words e Setting
Per familiarizzare con la storia
The story
La storia in 11 capitoli illustrati
Activities
Esercizi di guida al riassunto,  
comprensione, lessico, grammatica  
e giochi linguistici
KET Activities per esercitarsi 
con la certificazione KET 2020

Culture Corner 
Per conoscere e approfondire luoghi, epoca, 
autore

A2
Jack London 

The Call of the Wild
Frances Hodgson Burnett 

The Secret Garden

Characters e Words
Per familiarizzare con la storia
The story
La storia in 8 capitoli illustrati

Culture Corner 
Per conoscere e approfondire luoghi, epoca, 
autore

A1.1

It’s easy! Facile
Divertente

After a few days, the ship arrives in a very cold land. When 
Buck jumps into the snow for the first time he is puzzled1: he 
licks it2 but he doesn’t know what it is. 

His first day in the north is a nightmare3. Everything around 
him is chaotic and shocking. When Curly tries to make friends 
with a husky, the dog brutally attacks her. Wounded4, Curly 
tries to react but the husky strikes again5, several times. Curly is 
on the ground, bleeding6, and a group of thirty or forty huskies 
attack her and kill her. Curly is dead and Spitz, the husky leader 
of the dog team, pulls out his tongue7 and laughs. From that 
moment Buck begins to hate8 Spitz. 

Buck quickly learns that men and dogs in this cold land are 
savages: they only know the law of club and fang9. 

He starts to work in a sled-pulling team10 with Dave and Spitz, 

 1 puzzled perplesso
 2 licks it la lecca
 3 nightmare incubo
 4 Wounded Ferita
 5 strikes again colpisce di nuovo

 6 bleeding sanguinante
 7 tongue lingua
 8 begins to hate comincia a odiare
 9 fang zanna 
 10  sled-pulling team gruppo di cani che tirano 

una slitta

A new land
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who are experienced dogs. They pull 
a sled to the forest and come back 
with a load of wood11. Buck learns 
quickly and Perrault and Francois are 
pleased with him.

Three more huskies arrive at the 
camp: Sol-leks (or ‘the angry one’), 
Billee and Joe. Sol-leks is a solitary dog with only one eye and 
a big scar12 on his face. He wants to be on his own13, like Dave. 
Billee and Joe are brothers but they are different: Billee is good-
natured and friendly while Joe is very irritable. Buck accepts 
the new dogs as comrades14, Dave ignores them and Spitz tries 
to dominate them. Billee immediately submits to Spitz but his 
brother Joe resists him, and Spitz leaves him alone.

It snows a lot at night and Buck can’t sleep because of the 
cold. Then he sees Billee completely buried in the snow and 
understands: he too digs a hole15 in the snow, gets into it and 
immediately falls asleep. 

 11  a load of wood un carico di 
legname

 12 scar cicatrice

 13 to be on his own stare da solo
 14 as comrades come compagni
 15 digs a hole scava una buca

CAN BUCK MAKE FRIENDS 
WITH THE DOGS  
OF THE TEAM?13

Back Up   
Fascicolo staccabile  
con attività  
e giochi linguistici

The Story
 

NOVITÀ NOVITÀ

Two days later the weather is beautiful again� The sky is a brilliant 
blue and there are small white clouds floating1 high in the sky�

“Soon spring2 will be here!” says Martha� “There will be 
flowers, birds, bees and butterflies on the moor� There is nothing 
more beautiful than the moor in spring� You’ll love it!”

“I’d like3 to see the moor and your cottage and your family, 
especially your mother and Dickon,” says Mary� “I love your 
stories about him and his animals!”

Martha looks at Mary – the girl is different now, she looks 
happier and prettier, not at all like the first morning she saw her�4

A few days later, Martha goes home because it’s her day off:5  
she has to help her mother do the washing and the baking�6 
Mary feels very lonely without Martha so she goes outside to 
play� She looks up at the deep blue sky and the little white 
clouds and notices how different the garden looks in the 
sunshine� She goes to the orchard and sees Ben Weatherstaff� 
He seems very happy, too� 

“Spring is coming! I can smell it in the air,” he says� “Soon 
there will be daffodils, crocuses7 and snowdrops8 everywhere!”

Suddenly the robin arrives� “Oh, he remembers me!” says 
Mary cheerfully�9 “Are flowers growing in the garden where he 
lives?” asks Mary�

“What garden?” asks Ben� He seems angry again�
“The one with the old rose trees� The secret garden,” she insists�
“Ask the robin,” replies Ben� “He’s the only one that knows�”

1 floating sospese
2 spring primavera
3 I’d like vorrei
4 she saw her la vide
5 day off giorno libero

6 do the washing and the baking fare il bucato  
e cucinare

7 crocuses crochi (fiori primaverili)
8 snowdrops bucanevi 
9 cheerfully allegramente

Mary finds the key
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Classici della letteratura con brani originali 
Robert Louis Stevenson 

The Strange Case 
of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde 

Jane Austen 

Pride and Prejudice  

Characters, Words e Setting
Per familiarizzare con la storia
The story
La storia in 11 capitoli illustrati
A taste of literature
Un estratto dall’opera originale per 
apprezzare la lingua autentica del testo 
letterario

Characters e Setting
Per familiarizzare con la storia  
con approfondimenti su autore ed epoca
The story
La storia in 16 capitoli illustrati
A taste of literature 
Tre estratti dall’opera originale per apprezzare 
la lingua autentica del testo letterario

Activities
Un ricco apparato didattico per  
potenziare le abilità ricettive,  
la produzione orale e scritta con attività  
di analisi testuale dei brani letterari e pratica  
per le certificazioni First e IELTS

Activities
Attività di riassunto, comprensione, lessico, 
grammatica, analisi testuale del brano 
letterario e pratica per la certificazione  
B1  Preliminary
Culture Corner 
Approfondimenti su epoca e autore  
ed espansioni tematiche

B1 B2

Looking for the Murderer
An old servant, a woman with silvery hair and a hypocritical 
expression on her face, opened the door of the house in Soho 
where Mr Hyde lived� She behaved in an extremely polite way but 
her smooth manners seemed to be insincere�

“Is this Edward Hyde’s house?” asked Mr Utterson�
“That’s right, sir” assured the woman�
The lawyer went on speaking: “Is he in? We need to talk to him 

about an important subject”�
“No,” she said, “Mr Hyde is not at home, sir� I’m terribly sorry� 

He arrived late last night and went away again after less than an 
hour� He is often out� This is usual for him� I hadn’t seen him for 
two months till yesterday�”

“Anyway, we would like to see his rooms,” said Mr Utterson�
“Oh, I’m afraid that’s impossible, sir!” said the woman�
“You don’t know who this person is,” added the lawyer, pointing 

to the policeman with him, “I want to introduce Inspector 
Newcomen to you�” 

Showing satisfaction and curiosity at the same time, the woman 
asked: “Is Mr Hyde in trouble? What has he done?”�

The lawyer and the inspector exchanged a look full of surprise 
and entered the house� The two rooms that Mr Hyde had used 
were elegant and comfortable but at that moment they were in a 
mess1: there were signs of someone searching for something or 
packing2 in a hurry� Clothes had been scattered3 on the floor and 
drawers had been unlocked� In the fireplace4 there was a pile of 
ashes5, as if some paper had been burnt�

“Look at this, Mr Utterson,” said Inspector Newcomen, “it is 
the butt end6 of a cheque book that the fire hasn’t completely 

1  in a mess in disordine
2  packing che avesse fatto le valigie
3 scattered sparpagliati

4 fireplace caminetto
5 ashes cenere
6 butt end matrice (di assegno)
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An Unexpected Proposal
On one of her walks in the park Elizabeth met Colonel 

Fitzwilliam, who told her that he was about to leave� The girl 
seized the opportunity to inquire about Mr Darcy and his 
relationship with Mr Bingley�

“Mr Bingley is a gentleman and a great friend of Darcy’s� He 
is also indebted to Darcy in some ways, I believe,” said Colonel 
Fitzwilliam�

“What do you mean?” asked Elizabeth�
“Darcy told me that he persuaded a friend of his not to marry 

a young lady because she was not suitable for him� Moreover, in 
Darcy’s opinion she did not love him� Although he did not reveal 
his friend’s name I am sure it was Bingley�”

When she was alone Elizabeth thought of Colonel Fitzwilliam’s 
words again and again, and cried bitterly because she now knew 
that Mr Darcy, and not Miss Bingley, had destroyed her sister 
Jane’s hopes of love and happiness� She cried so much that 
she had a headache, and stayed in her room� She was reading 
a letter from Jane, from which she could perceive her sister’s 
unhappiness, when Darcy himself entered the room� She coldly 
replied to his question about her health, but was speechless 
when she heard him say: “I can’t hide what I feel any longer� I 
must tell how much I admire and love you�” Elizabeth’s silence 
encouraged Darcy to continue� He told her how difficult it had 
been to overcome  her social inferiority and open his heart to 
her� These words and Darcy’s expression, which revealed how 
sure he was to be accepted, made Elizabeth lose her self-control 

and patience� “Women are expected to express 
gratitude even if they refuse a proposal, 

but I can’t accept, even though I 
know this will hurt your feelings� 
However, I am sure you won’t 
suffer long�”
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PAGINE 56 (32+24)
PREZZO € 6,50
CODICE 18043X
ISBN 978-88-6706-446-5

Buck starts a happy life as a pet dog in sunny California. But some bad men kidnap him 
and sell him as a sled-dog for gold searchers in north Canada. He soon learns how to 
survive in that cold, unfriendly country where he discovers his wild instincts.

Jack London
THE CALL  
OF THE WILD
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 56 (32+24)
PREZZO € 7,90
CODICE 18043K
ISBN 978-88-416-4574-1
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AlessAndrA Brunetti

It’s easy!
A1.1 My english Bookshelf

NOVITÀ

NOVITÀ

PAGINE 96
PREZZO € 8,10
CODICE 18044X
ISBN 978-88-6706-447-2

After her parents’ death Mary Lennox is sent to live with her uncle in Yorkshire. At first 
she hates it but when she finds the key to a secret garden, a change takes place in her 
personality. Mary’s friendship with Dickon and with her sickly cousin Colin works magic 
on the girl and on the people around her.

Frances Hodgson Burnett
THE SECRET GARDEN
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 96
PREZZO € 9,90
CODICE 18044K
ISBN 978-88-416-4332-7

NOVITÀ

PAGINE 96
PREZZO € 8,10
CODICE 18045X
ISBN 978-88-6706-448-9

Mr Utterson, a lawyer, is upset by reading the last will of his old friend Dr Henry Jekyll.  
The doctor wants a certain Edward Hyde to inherit all his possessions if he disappears. But 
who is this man? The murder of a distinguished gentleman leads to him. What is the secret 
that lies behind the surface? Will good prevail in the end? 

Robert Louis Stevenson
THE STRANGE CASE OF  
DR JEKYLL AND MR HYDE
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 96  
PREZZO € 9,90
CODICE 18045K
ISBN 978-88-416-4316-7

PAGINE 128
PREZZO € 8,10
CODICE 18042X
ISBN 978-88-6706-445-8

Elizabeth is of modest means, young and attractive, but also witty and proud. Darcy Fitzwilliam 
is noble, rich and handsome, but also arrogant and prejudiced. They sound like a perfect 
mismatch, and friends and sisters get in between to make them hate each other. What 
could love and intelligence do to bring the two of them closer? A masterpiece of the novel of 
manners, written by the first great woman novelist.

Jane Austen
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 128  
PREZZO € 9,90
CODICE 18042K
ISBN 978-88-416-4573-4

NOVITÀ

NOVITÀ

A1.1

A2

B1

B2

PAGINE 56 (32+24)
PREZZO € 6,50
CODICE 18041X
ISBN 978-88-6706-404-5

Suzie and Adrien visit their uncle in the Lake District. Uncle Oliver is very nice and 
friendly and they are very happy to see his house in the wood. But what happens during 
the night? Why are the two kids so scared?  

Jane Peacock,  
Janet Harmer
SCARY NIGHT AT THE LAKE
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 56 (32+24)
PREZZO € 7,90
CODICE 18041K
ISBN 978-88-416-1389-4
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Tutti i titoli sono disponibili in due versioni:

• libro con  e audio AR       

•  e audio AR

Tutti gli audio sono disponibili anche sui siti 
www.principato.it e www.europassedizioni.it

A1

PAGINE 64
PREZZO € 6,80
CODICE 18038W
ISBN 978-88-6706-182-2

The sea is under threat! A fishing boat fishes illegally in a protected area round a small 
island in Scotland. When Sarah, Ben and Katie decide to intervene, they find a bad 
adventure in the open sea, but, at the same time, they save a precious life.

Paola Guglielminetti,  
Frank Beardsley
SOS: SAVE OUR SEA!
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 64
PREZZO € 8,30
CODICE 18038
ISBN 978-88-416-4336-5

 

A1

PAGINE 64
PREZZO € 6,80
CODICE 18037W
ISBN 978-88-6706-210-2

Daisy lives in a village near the first “transition town” in England, where everybody loves 
and respects nature. But when Daisy and her classmates go to the woods they fin d out 
that their favourite place is in danger of contamination. What can the students do to 
save the environment? 

Paola Guglielminetti,  
Rose Dawn
A LESSON IN THE WOODS
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 64
PREZZO € 8,30
CODICE 18037
ISBN 978-88-416-4306-8

 

A1

PAGINE 64
PREZZO € 6,80
CODICE 18035W
ISBN 978-88-6706-211-9

Where is your favourite place to go after school? Tara and her friends go to the field 
behind Redwood High School. But one day they discover that the area is going to be 
destroyed. They are very worried, so they decide to form a club to save their field. And the 
adventures begin!

Christine Eade
THE FIELD
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 64
PREZZO € 8,30
CODICE 18035
ISBN 978-88-416-4300-6

 

A1

PAGINE 64
PREZZO € 6,80
CODICE 18032W
ISBN 978-88-6706-305-5

Kelly lives in Hollywood, and she sometimes babysits for the children of movie stars. One 
evening, Willy, a little boy she is looking after, puts the teen in a spot! Her adventures take 
her to an amusement park, out to sea on a surfboard, to a mysterious island. With her 
boyfriend Tom, life is never dull!

Alison and Phil Terben
ADVENTURES AT VENICE 
BEACH
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 64
PREZZO € 8,30
CODICE 18032
ISBN 978-88-416-4280-1

 

A1

PAGINE 64
PREZZO € 6,80
CODICE 18033W
ISBN 978-88-6706-300-0

Oliver lives in an orphanage until he is nine years old. Then he is obliged to work but he is 
treated very badly and decides to run away to London. Here he stays with Fagin and his 
boys, a band of pickpockets who teach him a strange game. Oliver’s life among criminals 
like the brutal Bill Sikes is difficult but in the end the boy finds happiness and love. 

Charles Dickens
OLIVER TWIST
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 64
PREZZO € 8,30
CODICE 18033
ISBN 978-88-416-4282-5
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A2

PAGINE 64
PREZZO € 6,80
CODICE 18039W
ISBN 978-88-6706-235-5

Four years after the terrible oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, why are turtles and dolphins 
found covered in oil? What can a young student do to bring the Gulf back to life? Jordan 
goes to Louisiana for the summer as a volunteer in an association which works to save 
the environment. Will he find what he is looking for?

Christine Eade
THE GULF
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 64
PREZZO € 8,30
CODICE 18039
ISBN 978-88-416-4335-8

 

A2

PAGINE 64
PREZZO € 6,80
CODICE 18036W
ISBN 978-88-6706-206-5

Alice is a young girl who has an adventure in Wonderland. To her surprise, she continues to 
change size, growing very tall and very small. On her travels underground, she meets many 
eccentric people and animals; a King and a Queen, a Duchess, a White Rabbit, a Mock Turtle, 
a Mad Hatter, a Cheshire Cat and others. She enjoys herself a lot and manages to cope even 
when things get difficult, but her adventure ends suddenly, with yet another surprise. 

Lewis Carroll
ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 64
PREZZO € 8,30
CODICE 18036
ISBN 978-88-416-4304-4

 

A2

PAGINE 96
PREZZO € 8,10
CODICE 18325X
ISBN 978-88-6706-416-8

Kim, an orphan boy, grows up on the streets of Lahore. One day he meets an old Lama 
who is in search of a Holy River and decides to go along with him. On the journey he 
falls into the hands of Irish soldiers who send him to St Xavier’s school. In his third year 
of schooling, Kim undergoes training to become an officer of the British Intelligence 
network. Will he be able to carry out a secret mission? 

Rudyard Kipling
KIM
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 96
PREZZO € 9,90
CODICE 18325
ISBN 978-88-416-4560-4

 

A2

PAGINE 96
PREZZO € 8,10
CODICE 18023X
ISBN 978-88-6706-412-0

Sir Henry, Captain Good and Allan Quatermain are looking for Sir Henry’s brother who 
disappeared while searching for King Solomon’s diamond mines.  
They have many adventures before they reach the secret kingdom of Kukuana where  
the diamond mines are. 

Henry Rider Haggard
KING SOLOMON’S MINES
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 96
PREZZO € 9,90
CODICE 18023
ISBN 978-88-416-4313-6

 

A2

PAGINE 96
PREZZO € 8,10
CODICE 18026W
ISBN 978-88-6706-304-8

Jennifer lives in New York City. One weekend, she goes to visit her grandmother and she 
discovers surprising treasures in an old trunk. One object is an old painting which turns 
out to be a precious work of art. But a thief steals it in Central Park! Who is it?

Alison and Phil Terben
SECRETS FROM THE PAST
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 96
PREZZO € 9,90
CODICE 18026
ISBN 978-88-416-4561-1
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greenghost story
thriller

ALTRI TITOLI FINO AD ESAURIMENTO SCORTE
The Secret Garden – F. Hodgson Burnett, codice 18024, ISBN 978-88-416-4314-3 - € 9,90
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde – R. L. Stevenson, codice 18034, ISBN 978-88-416-4284-9 - € 9,90

A2/B1

PAGINE 96
PREZZO € 8,10
CODICE 18028X
ISBN 978-88-6706-417-5

Five friends spend a holiday on Easter Island. After their arrival many strange events 
happen to them. The Rano Kau volcanoes, the Rongo Rongo tablets, the Moai statues 
of Easter Island hide incredible mysteries that they will disclose. So, the crazy car they 
rent drives them directly into a fantastic adventure.

Antonella Ferri
THE MYSTERIES  
OF EASTER ISLAND
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 96
PREZZO € 9,90
CODICE 18028
ISBN 978-88-416-4317-4

 

B1

PAGINE 96
PREZZO € 8,10
CODICE 18025X
ISBN 978-88-6706-414-4

The story concerns the theft of a very valuable diamond, the Moonstone. The diamond 
originally came from a Hindu templem in India. Three Indians come to England and try to 
steal the diamond from Rachel Verinder. She receives the diamond on her birthday but 
someone steals it the same night. 

William Wilkie Collins
THE MOONSTONE
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 96
PREZZO € 9,90
CODICE 18025
ISBN 978-88-416-4315-0

 

B1

PAGINE 96
PREZZO € 8,10
CODICE 18031W
ISBN 978-88-6706-301-7

The trip to Kenya 20-year-old Maggie has won in a TV contest isn’t going to be an 
ordinary holiday. She will be involved in exciting adventures together with her new 
friends. At the end of the tour she won’t be going back to London alone…

Anna Maria Patrone
ON SAFARI
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 96
PREZZO € 9,90
CODICE 18031
ISBN 978-88-416-4565-9

 

B1

PAGINE 96
PREZZO € 8,10
CODICE 18040W
ISBN 978-88-6706-278-2

A monstrous creature has haunted the House of the Baskervilles for generations. 
They are under a curse and the wild moor is an unsafe place for them. Sir Charles has 
died and Sir Henry, his heir, is in danger. Who wants to kill him? Sherlock Holmes and 
his assistant Dr Watson will find out the criminal and the real nature of the monster. 
Holmes approaches the crime as a scientist would, while Watson draws conclusions.

Arthur Conan Doyle
THE HOUND  
OF THE BASKERVILLES
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 96
PREZZO € 9,90
CODICE 18040
ISBN 978-88-416-4322-8

 

B1/B2

PAGINE 96
PREZZO € 8,10
CODICE 18027W
ISBN 978-88-6706-302-4

Riccardo Gallo and his parents move to London from Southern Italy in 1936 to start 
a new life. At only fourteen, Riccardo has to cope with the upheaval and hardship of 
the Second World War.

Margaret Rose
LONDON NO RETURN
Libro con eBook+ e audio AR
PAGINE 96
PREZZO € 9,90
CODICE 18027
ISBN 978-88-416-4563-5
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Didattica inclusiva

ti permette di accedere in modo semplice
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direttamente da smartphone e tablet:
1. scarica l’App gratuita 
2. inquadra la pagina del libro con
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L’App LibrARsi - Realtà Aumentata

Realtà aumentata
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